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Abstract
Since the emergence of Cyclic Reservation Multiple Access (CRMA) proto
cal for high-speed Local Area Networks (LANs) and Metropolitan Area Net
works (MANs), there were only limited analysis results based on simulation and
simplistic mathematical analysis. The channel access control method grants
channel access to stations through channel reservations. It opeartes under service
cycles and reserve cycles, and can be adopted in both folded and dual bus. The
service commands and reserve commands signal the beginning of service cycles
and reserve cycles, respectively. In this paper, an improved CRMA is described,
based on direct inspection. Then, a D/ErlI queueing model is developed to cap
ture the essence of the mean cycle waiting time (MCWT) characteristics. The re
sult shows the inter-relationship among MCWT, input traffic intensity, the num
ber of stations, and the interarrival time of reserve commands. The probability of
no waiting Pr. (no waiting), which indicates the chance that a reservation's serv
ice siarts as soon as it enters the global queue, is also calculated. This work gives
a clear picture of how the stations of a CRMA network would perform collec
tively and qualitatively.

l.Introduction

Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DRAB) [1, 2, 3] and
Cyclic Reservation Multiple Access (CRMA) pro

Among the various recently proposed MAN
Medium Access Control (MAC) layer protocols,

tocols have received the most attention due to their
innovative designs. The functionality of MAC pro

tocols correspond to the lower subset of the Data

sumptions for the analysis are layout, followed by

Link Control layer in the ISO (Organization for In

the derivation of cycle service time distribution.

ternational Standards) Open System Interconnec

One of the assumptions is that the reserve com

tion Reference Model [4]. As an earlier proposal

mands arrive at fixed time intervals, i.e., the arrival

for MAN, DQDB has been extensively studied [5,

follows a deterministic (D) process. It turned out

6,7,8,9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17].Thus, its

that the cycle service time is Erlang (Er) distrib

behavior of unfairness in both channel capacity

uted. The MCWT and the Pr.(no waiting) expres

allocation and mean waiting time distribution is

sion are then derived using the properties of a

well known. Though there were a few proposed
bandwidth (capacity) balancing mechanisms [18,

D/Erll queue, in terms of two parameters. The
solutions of these two parameters are further es

19, 20, 21], they are either too complex or not ef

tablished in Section 4. Section 5 presents the result

fective. This was the background of the emergence

of MCWT distribution and Pr.(no waiting) versus

of CRMA. The proposal of CRMA protocol first

the input traffic intensity, the number of stations,

appeared in [22], and limited analysis results can

and the interarrival time of reserve commands.

be found in [23, 24, 25]. The dual bus structure

Brief conclusion, including the discussion of the

that is used in both DQDB and CRMA is described

implications of the analysis result, will be offered

in many literatures. It will not be repeated in this

in Section 6.

paper. The popularity ofDQDB and CRMA proto
cols is partly due to the powerful driving forces -••
Bell Operating Companies for DQDB, and IBM

2.Protocol Description

for CRMA. This paper is by no means an advocate
for CRMA. Before any meaningful comparisons

The access method for a slotted-time dual

can be made, comparable amount of analysis for

bus where each message is subdivided to equal

CRMA, as for DQDB, should be conducted. This

size packets for transmission is illustrated in Fig

paper presents an elegant mathematical analysis

ure 1 and described as follows:

using a continuous-time model. CRMA is designed
for a slotted-time network, thus the analysis is not
exact. However, never has been any mathematical
analysis meant to describe the network perform
ance exactly. The developed model, nevertheless,
is probably the closet approximation one could
obtain. The only difference between continuous
and slotted-time is that for continuous time, the
transmission does not have to conform to the time
slot boundary.
The improved CRMA protocol is described
in Section 2. In Section 3, the definitions and as

Figure 1: Cyclic Reservation Multiple Access pro
tocol.
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The tail end issues reservation commands peri
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odically with cycle length set to zero. A reser
vation command consists of a preamble, cycle
number, and cycle length.
As each station sees a reservation command, it
can reserve slots for use in the reverse channel
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by augmenting the cycle length. The station re
cords the cycle number as cycle, the number of
slots it reserved as reserve length, and the cycle

W
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\\':;

•
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length prior 'to its own reservation as by-pass

length.
At the head end, upon the arrival of a reserva
tion command, the cycle number and the cycle

IIKTltmng reS';f'l'an,'ll-<

length are entered into a global reservation
queue.

Figure 2. Mean message waiting time components.

4. The head end serves the global reservation
queue according to the FIFO discipline by issu

2. the reservation delay, which is the time it takes

ing service commands. A service command

for an arriving message to successfully reserve

consists of a preamble, the cycle number, and

slots in a cycle,

is followed by as many empty slots as the cur
rent cycle length indicates.

3. the mean cycle waiting time at the global
queue,

S. A station, upon recognizing a matching cycle
number with cycle, leaves "by-pass length"

4. the by-pass delay, which is from the time the

number of empty slots for downstream stations

head end starts serving the corresponding cycle

and then transmits as many packets in as many

till the first empty slot that is designated to the

empty slots as the reserve length indicates.

station starts to leave the head end.
The second and third components are self

As illustrated in Figure 2, the mean mes

explained. The first component, the delay of

sage waiting time at a station (e.g. station j) con

round-trip time, arises from the fact that once a

sists ofthe following four components:

station reserved slots in a cycle, the reserve com
mand has to propagate to the head end in order to

l. the propagation delay, which is the round-trip

~

time from the station to the head of the bus,

enter the global queue, and when this cycle is be
ing served by the head end, it will take an equal

amount of time for the service command to reach

where the transmission does not have to confonn

the station.

to the time slot boundary. Namely, it can use any :

Clearly, the stations that are further

downstream suffer longer propagation delays. To

fraction of a time slot, and the remaining fraction

compensate this effect, we let the downstream sta

of time slot can further be utilized.

tions be "served" first. In other words, the order of
service is according to the order of reservation.

Let

The notion of "service" is from the view point of
the head end. This service discipline is easily im

ri (j) = the local reservation length of station

plemented by letting each station leave the re
corded "by-pass length" number of slots for down

at cycle i ,and

Ii

interarrival time between reserve

Xi

service time for cycle i ,

y,

=waiting time for cycle i ,

stream stations at each service command. The to

commands i

tal effect of the first and the fourth components
will come to a balance at some point, because the
former favors upstream stations, while the latter

j

1 and i ,

favors downstream stations. The merit of this ar

Pi

rangement of service is not that the mean message

P

= total traffic intensity to the bus,

waiting times is equal at certain point for uniform

n

=the number of stations.

input traffic intensity to station

j,

traffic distribution among stations,but that the
worst mean message waiting time is kept as small
Define

as possible.
There are two design parameters in this pro
tocol.

Namely, the interarrival time of reserve

and let A(t), B(x), C(u) be the probability distri
W(y) be the I

commands and the maximum number of slots each

bution functions of t I..'

station is allowed to reserve in a cycle. The latter

distribution function of

plays a secondary role in preventing heavy stations

b(x), c(u), wry), the corresponding

hogging the channel bandwidth. An arbitrary rea

density functions.

X, U ,
I

f

Yi as i

~ 00,

and

sonable I imit will serve this secondary control
mechanism well.

Assume that the reserve commands

In view of preserving message

integrity, this limit can be set to one message size,

at every fixed interval t, I.e. the interarrival nm,rMli.

whatever the message size is. The access fairness

is deterministic with interarrival time I,

induced by this one-message limit is subject to

Also assume that the reservation is exhaustive

further study.

every reserve command, i.e. each station

=

t for

as much channel bandwidth as its local queue
quires so that the local reservation length is

3. Analysis Model

pendent from cycle to cycle.

Now if the

traffic is uniformly distributed over all
A continuous-time model is first considered,

then r. (j) are i. i.d. random variables.
I
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r.(j)
I
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has exponential distribution with p.df

With the above assumptions, the global

f(r) == f.le -W ,r ;:::: o·

queue forms a DIEr/l queue with degree n, where

density function)

D signities that the interarrival process is determi
nistic, and Er signifies that the service time is Er
lang distributed. The waiting time distribution for

n

(1)

x· == L r.(j) ,
I

j

1I

the cycles at the global queue can be derived by
using Lindley's integral equation [28, 29] for

GIIGIl queue, since DIErll queue is a special case

x's
are also i.i.d random variables.
I
The p,df for

Xi'

of a GlIGIl queue.

is the convolution of the

Lindley's integral equation states that

p.dj's for ri (j) 's. That is, b(x) is the convolution
w(y) ==

of f(r):

b(x) == f(x)® f(x)®"'® f(x)

(2)

Taking the Laplace transforms of both sides gives

£{b(x)}

y;:::: 0 (5)

C(u)= f;V=OB(u+t)dA(t)

where

(6)
(6)

to, where to is

In the case of a DIErI! queue, t
a constant,

(~r

(3)

Then b(t) is easily obtained by inverting (See
Laplace Transform Table [26]) the right hand side

dA(t) ==8(t-t )
o
dt
Hence,

C(u)=ftCO OB(U+t)8(t to)dt

of Equation 3.
n

b(X):-(
j.l
) xn-1e-f!X,x~o
n

f-[ow(z)dc(y-z)

l o y<0

B(u+tO)

(4)

-1 !

That is, the cycle service time x is Erlang
distributed with mean.!!.. and variance
f'

(7)

Substituting Equation (7) into Equation (5) gives

w(y) ~

i-I;:
o

0 w(y -

Z

)dB(z) Y
Y

I

0
'0

(8)

By recognizing that the distance between
two consecutive Poisson points is exponentially

The mean waiting time distribution is obtained by

distributed, this Erlang density function can also

direct

be derived by determining the p.df for the dis

W(y) == 2:",\

tance between two Poisson points that are n-l
Poisson points apart [27].

substitution

of the

assumed

solution

e -Il/ into Equation (8).
s
results in the following solution [29]:
0

a

This

Prob.(y

0). Since W(y=O) is the probability

no waiting at the global queue, we have

(9)

Pr.{no wailing) = 1+

:ta,

(13)

x=1

The fact that a probability is not greater than

where 13,. satisfies

tells us that the non-real

(10)

a.,

must come in

conjugate pairs, and that the real part of as
be negative. Now recall that the local

and a" satisfies
a

n

2:

s
I3 s )

S 0(>1
Let

y

k=I,2, .. ,n. (11)

=0,

the global queue.

length lj (j) has average ~. Intuitively,

*

portional to I and the input intensity

For a

form traffic model,

p.
}

p,.
}

Then,

y

can be obtained as

>1

is

£., this suggests that
II

Ip

be the mean waiting time for the cycles at

rp~PI'\J,.M

(14)

n

and this DlEr!1 queue is characterized by
parameters n, t, and p.

follows:

y=

4. Solution

f;oo Oyw(Y)dY
'+00

Jy

dW{y)

To solve for the I3 s 's, we need to find

0 y-----;;;;-dy

f;oo oY[s I I as( -13 s)e -13/
n

2: a [+00 oyl3 e
s= I

n
2:a
s=[

Y

S

-13

y
S

roots of the nonlinear transcendental equation

}y

This type of nonlinear equations do not have
plicit solution, it can only be solved

dy

s

not provide means to solve a nonlinear

[I)

with multiple roots directly. Therefore we use



s

Ps

following steps to reduce Equation (10) to n
nonlinear systems with the real part and imalgimli'f
part of 13 being the unknowns, and solve these
nonlinear systems.

Therefore we have
/I

y=-I,,=1
Moreover,

Rewrite Equation (10) as
(12)

since by definition W(y=O)
Prob.(y :s;; 0), and y ~ 0, we have that W(y=O)

( 1-

~

r

e

PI

= I ,
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f

and let Z = I

~, i.e. J3
fl

)l(J z).

Equation (10)

then becomes

- I.
Therefore, the roots are Zk'S, k
ll

Z e

/fl(l- z) _

0, ... , n-l, which

satisfy
'"(I Z )
'2nk
Zk e n -, == e1n .

I
(fl-Pr )'

_1(fl-Pr)"

J
(fl-Il,)"

1
(fl-Pn)'

1
~2 = - ~,
aI

_1fl

_t_

(11-13.)"

Un

A is a Vandermode matrix

Note that the matrix

[3\], and this linear system is a Vandermonde sys

Zk == gl< + jhk'

gk is the real part and hi< is the imaginary

part of zk' then equation (15) becomes
( gk

1

fl-Il.

(I5)

If Zk is expressed in the Cartesian complex form

where

\

fl-1l 2
I
(fl-i3,)'

83

"'(I
)
"'h
+ jhk ) en.
-8, e-.I n ,

=e

A is nonsingular if and only if all p;s,

tem.

s=l,...,n are distinct. It is known that a Vander
monde matrix becomes increasingly ill condi
tioned as the dimension n increases [32], ill condi

By multiplying both sides by eP/fhk, and then

tioned meaning that relatively small changes in the

equating separately the real part and imaginary

entries of A can cause relatively large changes in

part of both sides, Equation (15) is reduced to a 2
x 2 nonlinear system as follows, for k 1, ... , n.

the solution.

This characteristic is a hinder in

solving a high order system by Gaussian Elimina
tion method, since accuracy is lost at each iteration.

gk e ,*(1-8,)

Hence, to obtain the numerical solutions, the ex

= cos hk + t)lh.
n

plicit solution has to be found.
(16)

.'!!.(\ -8, )

hk e n

The determinant of A is [3 I]

n

Careful examination of the above equations re
veals that the roots

's come in complex conju
.,
gate pairs, except for real roots. These 2 x 2 non
J3

13, 13,

det(A)= n
I
i>j()l-J3 i

)()l

(17)

J

J3 j )

linear systems are solved by using the Interna

Let Ai< be the matrix obtained by replacing the kth

tional Math and Statistics Library, which imple

column of A with the vector y.. Note that replac

ments the Secant method [30] to solve a system of

ing the ith column of A is equivalent to setting

= 0 in

nonlinear equations. The p,;s are then substituted

PI<

in the n x n linear system, Equation (11), to solve

Therefore

for a's.

A.

det( A I< ) = det( A )I p, ~O

Express Equation (11) in the matrix form

Aa=v:
--

Cramer's rule gives

det(A k ) k=I,2, ... ,n.

Uk

= det(A)

So, after simplification,

5. Analysis Result
The calculated results using the model de
veloped in Section 3 and the solution derived in

For large n, to prevent the computer's computation

Section 4 are organized concisely, and plotted in

overflows, the calculation is carried out as

Figures 5 to 8. The network performance indica·
tors here are the mean cycle waiting time,
and'

y,

the probability of no waiting, Pro (no waiting).
These two quantities are plotted with varying n ,t,
and p , (the number of stations, inter-arrival time
Figure (3) and (4) show the examples of the solu
tions a's and

~

's on the complex plane for p =

0.9, t = 100, and n = 101. Existence of solutions is
proved in [29].

of successive reserve commands, and the total
traffic intensity). For easier presentation in two
dimensional plot, in each Figure, one of the three
parameters n, t, and p , is fixed, and the two per·
formance indicators are plotted in the same figure
for three values of another parameter, while the

". ....
,

....

0.1'-,
0.1

remaining parameter varying. In Figures 5 and 6,
p is fixed at 0.9, in Figure 7, n at 50, and in Fig

........
...

l,

!

\,

ure 8, t at 200. From Figure 5, it is observed that
as n increases, Pro (no waiting) increases steadily,

J

i
:

,,

I

-O.4r

"

..... ...
.........

.....'

while the mean waiting time drops sharply. More
over, though Pr.(no waiting) stays the same for
different values of t, the mean cycle waiting time
increases as t increase. Figure 6 describe similar
phenomenum using different illustration (reverting

Figure 3: The p 's for t=100, n=lOl,and p =0.9.

nand t). It is clear in Figure 6 that Pr.(no waiting)
is a constant with respect to t, and that the increase
of with respect to t is linear. In Figure 7, again,

y

different values of t give the same Pro (no waiting)
om ,
c

,

lJ-

curve. Comparing Figure 7 with Figure 3, it is
eaasily seen that the effects of p on the two per
formance indicators,

y

and Pro (nowaiting), are

just opposite to that of n. When p is beyond 0.85,

y

grows and Pro (no waiting) drops rapidly.

Lastly, in Figure 8, t is fixed instead of n. Pr.{no
waiting) decreases, and y increases, as n de
Figure 4: The a's for t= 100, n= 10 I, and p =0.9.1

creases and p increases.

Three Pr.(no waiting)
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three

y

curves appear for three values of n,

larger probability and smaller

Y

being for

85

delay. Propagation delay is a physical property that
only depends on the bus length, and as long as
small t value is used, the by-pass delay is not likely
to overcompensate the propagation dalay. (Please
refer to the discussions in Section 2.). When the
network is not overloaded, the reservation delay is
bounded by I.

y

Therefore, if the guideline of

is

keeping I relatively small is followed, the mean

:ndent on n, t, and p, but Pr.(no waiting) is

message waiting time performance will be kept

From the result presented in Section 5,

!iquely determined by nand p. Among all the
rr:lationships of

y

benign.

and Pr.(no waiting) versus n, t,

tnd p, it is easy to understand that y increases,
tnd Pr.(no waiting) decreases, as p increases.

,lbe rest are not intuitively apparent, and this is the
!

'significance of this paper's contribution.

From the result, we know that to keep

'"
~

""

s
;:
0

§

y

;>(jO

, . '00

----t

~::,ng:

P"oo~~_

""
<

fO'

"
o

"

"

.. Q,.

~
7;

~'2

'00

:>

Q

~

small, it is desirable to have large number of sta

u:

t

tions (n); however, to keep high Pr.(no waiting), n
has to be small. There is a tradeoff between y and

"

2!

"

Numl)tlf of SUJllor:s

Pr.(no waiting). One can argue that Pr.(no wait
ing) may not be as important, as long as the wait

ing time is small. Consequently, this network sup

Figure 5: Mean waiting time and probability of no
waiting versus the number of stations.

ports large number of stations well. Since Pr.(no
waiting) does not depend on t, given nand p , and
that

y decreases as t decreases, this network oper

ates better at small t. Of course, one could further
explore the possibility of changing t adaptively

~

according to the traffic pattern or intensity,

;.

through simulation.

But the rule of thumb is to

keep t sn'all.

i<

E

~
~
~.

~

/

1;

~

ci:

Note that the analysis presented in this pa
per is for the most non-trivial component that con

! {SlotS)

tributes to the mean message waiting time at the
local stations. Other three components are the

Figure 6: Mean waiting time and probability of no

propagation delay, reservation delay, and by-pass

waiting versus the interarrival time.
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